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A matrix with pre-defined structure (e.g. circular, Kronecker) can be expressed using far fewer
parameters than the equivalent sized unstructured matrix leading to almost 50x-100x compression [16,8,9-12], albeit at an accuracy cost. A pre-defined structure also assists in developing a fast inference
run-time library for CPU/GPU, or a power/area efficient neural network (NN) accelerator [3,8,11].
Recent theoretical results indicate that NNs expressed in this way also have a function approximation
property similar to a regular neural network [2,7]. These factors have led to a flurry of recent work that
has shown the potential of structured matrices to compress RNNs and FC layers with minor loss in
accuracy. Building on this prior work, we push the compression achieved by pre-defined structure-based
matrices significantly further (>100x). To do this, we express a weight matrix using a Kronecker product
of two smaller matrices. However, this comes at a cost of accuracy. In order to recover this accuracy, we
propose a novel method to allow certain parameters of the structured matrix additional degrees of
freedom. We call this method doping. By providing additional degrees of freedom during training, we
are able recover the lost accuracy. Formally, doping is the process of adding an extremely sparse overlay
matrix on top of the pre-defined structure. Thus, we replace the matrices in a NN with the sum of a
Kronecker product-based matrix and an extremely sparse matrix. We train this model end-to-end to
allow back-propagation to determine what parameters of this structured matrix require additional
degrees of freedom. We start by adding a dense matrix to a structured matrix. As training progresses,
we prune parameters from the dense matrix creating a sparse matrix. The compression factor
determines the amount of pruning. We also discover the phenomenon of co-matrix adaption which can
limit the impact of doping. To over this adaptation, we propose a new regularization scheme which
allows for better accuracy. Our results have been very encouraging. We can compress a large language
model with LSTM layers of size 25 MB by 25x with 1.4% loss in perplexity score. At 25x compression, an
equivalent pruned network leads to 7.9% loss in perplexity score, while hybrid-matrix decomposition
and low-rank matrix factorization lead to 15% and 27% loss in perplexity score respectively.
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